National Qualifications 2012
Internal Assessment Report

Sociology

The purpose of this report is to provide feedback to centres on verification in
National Qualifications in this subject.
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National Courses
Titles/levels of National Courses verified:
Sociology Higher and Intermediate 2

General comments
The samples verified showed in general, a clear and accurate understanding of
the requirements of the national standard. The assessment tools used were SQA
National Assessment Bank materials and marking instructions. The pass marks
applied were accurate. The samples selected were accurate and the forms
submitted were generally completed accurately and clearly. The only outstanding
issues were, in some cases, individual marking and a lack of feedback to
candidates.

Course Arrangements, Unit specifications, instruments of
assessment and exemplification materials
As stated above, the materials on which assessment was based were SQA
materials, which had not been adapted. The marking schemes were also
unaltered. In both cases they were generally accurately and appropriately
applied. In some cases there were very high standards set in terms of clear
allocation of marks and positive feedback to candidates.

Evidence Requirements
There was, in all cases, a clear understanding of the Evidence Requirements for
the Course Units.

Administration of assessments
There was evidence of good practice in the administration of assessments. This
included clear and accurate completion of the administration form VS00; accurate
tallying of marks; clear expression of marks; accurate and clear listing of
candidate entries (including candidates’ marks and details being accurate and in
the correct order); and detailed feedback for candidates that identified strengths
and areas for improvement.

Areas of good practice
As above. The accurate completion of basic administration is crucial to a valid
process of verification. Centres should take the greatest care in generating and
submitting: accurate lists, completed forms, appropriate assessment evidence
with relevant marking schemes, and evidence of detailed feedback for
candidates. Clear evidence of how marks are allocated for each question, which
element marks are allocated to, what the totals are, and how totals are reached is
also very important: as is a clear understanding of what the pass mark is and
whether it has been achieved or not. Evidence of internal verification is also to be
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commended, for example cross-marking or verification at senior management
team level. Where these standards are met, then these are examples of very
good practice.

Specific areas for improvement
Where any of the above administration processes are incomplete then they need
to be addressed. Two areas this year that need improvement in some centres are
mark allocation and feedback to candidates.
In terms of mark allocation, individual totals did not always reflect national SQA
standards as laid down in the marking schemes. There was also a lack of clear
allocation for individual questions which made verification very difficult. Clear
allocation of marks (per question, with a clear indication of which element is
being allocated marks) and clear totals should be indicated on each script.
Secondly, feedback to candidates is an integral part of the assessment process.
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